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THE PROJECT

Issue: 

Increased leading edge erosion of turbines at sea compared to land because of environment and 

larger blades

Need for inspection and repair on site using rope-access, which has a large impact on the 

operational costs (expensive operation and downtime) and personal safety.

Bladder objective:

Execute (preparatory) industrial research for combining motion compensated camera systems 

mounted on maintenance vessels and image processing of characterized damages for improved 

(predictive) maintenance, reduction in downtime and risks for the inspection crew.

Project execution:

Inventory defects from imaging point of view

Experimental verification (on shore)

Evaluation, discussion and conclusion
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THE CONSORTIUM

Project partners:
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NAME Soort Organisatie EXPERTISE / ROLE IN PROJECT

TNO Research Organization

(non-economic activities)

Project coordinator, imaging

GEMINI Small Medium Enterprise Wind farm operator (GEMINI), demonstrator

ARA Small Medium Enterprise Offshore equipment producent

Sky-Access Small Medium Enterprise Rope access wind turbine blade maintenance 

and inspection

WES (Wind Energy Solutions) Small Medium Enterprise Turbine manufacturer
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RESULTS: INVENTORY (1/2)

Partner Sky-Access provided with the help of their expert Blade Care GmbH an overview of typical 

damages that are identified and repaired (when needed) by their rope-access team

LE Damages class 1; First signs of erosion, rough surfaces

LE Damages class 2; Textured top-coat/ gel-coat, Gel-coat damages exposing matrix, Erosion 

exposing air enclosures/ cavities

LE Damages Class 3; Matrix is exposed on suction and pressure side of the hull along hull seam, 

Matrix is damaged: fibres exposed or ruptured, Laminate damages: one or multiple, layers 

affected, Hole in hull
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RESULTS: INVENTORY (2/2)
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From imaging point of view damage characteristics:

Class 1: superficial damage resulting in little colour difference with surroundings (contrast); damage 

characteristics in the order of mm => in order to be able to evaluate damage from image a resolution 

of less than 1 mm / pixel is required (see below)

Class 2: dimensions comparable to Class 1, but better contrast because of visibility matrix

Class 3: large damage (centimetre scale) with a lot of contrast

sufficient: ~0.3 mm/pixel poor: ~1.0 mm/pixel bad: ~2.0 mm/pixel
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RESULTS: FIELD TRIAL (1/2)

Parameters of importance to evaluate suitable setup:

Contrast => difference object of interest with surroundings

Resolution => how many pixels available (needed) to characterize damage

(motion) Blur => in case of a moving object if movement can be seen on image.

Add on sheet designed and produced to create reference.

3 geometries: line, circles and triangle

3 levels of intensity (black and grey) with white background

Evaluation:

Detection and characterization of shape (contrast and resolution) 

Extent of motion blur (with help of line pattern)
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RESULTS: FIELD TRIAL (2/2)

WES 80 turbine provided by Wind 

Energy Solutions (WES)

2 blades  // 18m rotor diameter

20-100rpm measured during 

test campaign

Detection reference sheets placed 

by rope-team Sky Access

Main sensor used: Allied Vision 

Prosilica GT3400 (9 Megapixel 

camera with Sony CMOS) with 

80mm lens
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RESULTS: EVALUATION (1/2)

Trade off camera settings (out of plane imaging):

(left) Low shutter provides low motion blur (here below resolution) but low contrast (see left). 

(right) high shutter provides high motion blur (significantly higher resolution) but higher contrast 

(see right).
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RESULTS: EVALUATION (2/2)
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45.2 m/s

~10 m/s

Out of plane 

movement blade

In plane imaging

In plane imaging provides opportunity to image blade at reduced local velocity

Vertical line inspection demonstrate instantaneous velocity of blade being 

approximately 10 m/s 

Horizontal lines however are blurry, which could be caused by secondary effect: out of 

plane movement of blade.
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RESULTS: DISCUSSION (1/2)

Outcome of experimental study translated to off shore situation:

Baseline: Gemini wind park (Siemens SWT4.0-130)

Light conditions based on cloud coverage data KNMI for relevant 

region to estimate impact sunny and cloudy (like during experiments) 

weather

Estimating impact ship movement based on Gemini Park Service 

Operation Vessel. 

Included effect of taking available COTS lenses into account (up to 800 

mm) and a higher resolution COTS camera (using Canon 120MXS CMOS 

Sensor)

Note: better CMOS sensor provides significantly more pixels, but only 

slightly better light sensitivity performance!
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Ref: geminiwindpark.nl
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RESULTS: DISCUSSION (2/2)

Anticipated weather conditions based on KNMI database over Nov/2011 

t/m Dec/2018 timeframe

Indicative predicted performance of both 9 Mp and the 120 Mp camera 

systems for minimum (5 rpm) and maximum (14 rpm) turbine operation:
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defect [mm] 3 7,5 15 30

resolution [mm] 1 2,5 5 10

distance [m]

100 xxxxxx + + +

200 xxxxxx +/- + +

300 xxxxxx xxxxxx + +

400 xxxxxx xxxxxx +/- +

500 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx +

No clouds // 9 Mp sensor // 5 rpm

defect [mm] 3 7,5 15 30

resolution [mm] 1 2,5 5 10

distance [m]

100 +/- + + +

200 xxxxxx + + +

300 xxxxxx xxxxxx + +

400 xxxxxx xxxxxx + +

500 xxxxxx xxxxxx +/- +

No clouds // 120 Mp sensor // 5 rpm

defect [mm] 3 7,5 15 30

resolution [mm] 1 2,5 5 10

distance [m]

100 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx +

200 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

300 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

400 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

500 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

fully clouded // 9 Mp sensor // 14 rpm

defect [mm] 3 7,5 15 30

resolutie [mm] 1 2,5 5 10

afstand [m]

100 xxxxxx + + +

200 xxxxxx xxxxxx + +

300 xxxxxx xxxxxx +/- +

400 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

500 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

no clouds // 9 Mp sensor // 14 rpm

Limitations: motion blur/shutter speed limited (grey), contrast (red/orange/green)

Not yet included: ship movement (estimated uncorrected speed 8 m/sec per 100 meter distance from 

turbine @ Bft 4)
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RESULTS: CONCLUSIONS

From this (preparatory) industrial research project it is concluded that under favorable conditions defects with 

characteristic dimension of  10-15 mm (resolution 3 – 5 mm/pixel) can be detected up to a distance of 300-400 meter 

from the defect with commercial available sensors. 

However, these defects are only in the highest class of defects identified for rope-assist maintenance crews.

Under very special conditions and with the camera close to the turbine (100m) defects with characteristic length of 3 mm 

may be identified when using proper high end camera equipment.

Outcome of study is considered input for system evaluation of maintenance concept including operational impact which 

should also include possible benefit of having turbines stopped for visual inspection without rope-assist crew.

Once system evaluation provides a sound business case for the camera assisted inspection concept, next steps should 

include:

Re-evaluation camera/sensor + possible aides (like lighting, also based on available budget)

Damage recognition algorithms (preferably based on data collected with anticipated camera system)
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR 

ATTENTION

Take a look:
TNO.NL/TNO-INSIGHTS


